Pricing Guide

Alberto e Alessandra

video fotografia italiana

Nice to meet you...
We are Alberto, Alessandra, Francesco and Ylenia, a team of photographers and videographers
specialized in destination weddings, adventure elopements, portraits and editorials.
We are based in the beautiful Verona (North East of Italy), but we work all around the world.
We thank you for asking informations about our services and we’ll try to answer through this brochure.
Here you will find a quick and brief summary of our style, our packages and all the other services we offer.
For more informations, please visit our website www.albertoalessandra.com, where you can find new and old works.
If you can’t find the perfect solution for you in our packages, don’t hesitate to write for a personalized proposal, based on your specific needs.
Thanks for your attention,

Alberto

Ales andra

Francesco

Ylenia

Our Mission
Life is a sequence of unrepeatable instants and every moment deserves to be lived with awareness and sharing.
It is often said that “happiness is only real when it’s shared” and we couldn’t agree more.
We believe that marriage is not just a party but also (and above all) an opportunity to surround ourselves with our loved ones in one of
the happiest days of our life. We are finally able to spend some time with them and want to remember these happy moments forever.
And this is what we do: we transform these fleeting moments into tangible and indelible memories.
Our mission is also reflected in our photography and videography: for us it’s essential to capture emotions, small gestures, moments of
sharing. We never forget to pay attention to relatives and friends, to their reactions, to what happens “behind the scenes”.
Thanks to our photos and video our customers are able to see details they didn’t notice during the wedding, because they were too
excited or too busy doing something else. This represents an important value for us.
The wedding day is always fast and hectic, and it’s impossible for the spouses to follow and “live” everything.
That’s why we love our job: thanks to us you won’t lose anything and will be able to relive those happy moments whenever you want.

Our style
Our photographic style is unmistakable: in our pictures
reportage and creative portrait blend in an elegant and
sophisticated composition with a clear preference for
spontaneous, exciting and original photos.
Our first love is portraiture, so in every photo shooting we pay
special attention to the couple session.
Our other passion are details: clothes, setting up, accessories;
small details that make the difference and customize every
wedding.
We like to shoot outdoors, in the nature. We also like to play
with natural light and with the contrast between shadows and
lights, with geometries hidden in the landscape and with emotions that shine through glances and little gestures.
Our ideal customers are those “stylish”, authentic, unconventional
couples who are not afraid to go out of the usual schemes and get
involved. Our favorite weddings are well-kept but informal,
relaxed, cheerful ones. We adore everything that is creative,
alternative, spontaneous.
If you recognize yourself in our style and philosophy, it will be a
pleasure to work for you!

Our Wedding Films
Our filming style can be defined as “artistic cinematic“.
Our videos follow an “emotional“ order: the most intense moments are the
focus of the video and go hand in hand with the soundtrack, which is of
primary importance.
Our goal is not to narrate marriage by chronologically documenting every
single phase or detail, but to enclose a series of relevant highlights.
We personally edit all our videos and each of our films is unique.
We don’t follow fixed patterns in editing, because we like to give a distinctive
character to every product.
Depending on the package, they last from 3 to 10 minutes, but it’s always
possibile to buy extra footage.

Our Photo Packeges

Our Photo Packages

Silver Package
-

8

hours service,

- 2 PHOTOGRAPHERS,
- 600 edited PHOTOS,
- private online preview,

2700 €
For any hour more:

200 €

Gold Package
-

10

hours service,

- 2 PHOTOGRAPHERS,
- minimum 700 edited PHOTOS
- private online preview,

2950 €
For any hour more:

200 €

Photos+Video Packages

Emerald Package
-

8

hours service,

- a team of 2 PHOTOGRAPHERS + 1 VIDEOGRAPHER
- 500 edited PHOTOS
- 5-7 min. VIDEO

4,800 €
For any hour more:

250 €

Diamond Package
-

8

hours service,

- a team of 2 PHOTOGRAPHERS + 2 VIDEOGRAPHERS
- 700 edited PHOTOS
- 10min. long-version VIDEO
- 2/3 min. highlights VIDEO
- 2 h. Rehearsal Dinner or Day After PHOTO+VIDEO

5,500 €
For any hour more:

300 €

Platinum Package
-

10

hours service,

- 2 PHOTOGRAPHERS + 2 VIDEOGRAPHERS,
- 800 edited PHOTOS,
- 15 min. “Long-Version” VIDEO
- 3/4 min. “Highlights” VIDEO,
- 2 h. Rehearsal Dinner or Day After session
- DRONE

(*if & where possible)

- RAW files and footage, on hard disk

7,500 €
For any hour more:

300 €

- Additional photographer

Customize your Photo Package

- Location survey (+ travel costs)
- Rehearsal dinner (2 hours, 50 pics)
- “Instagram sneak-pick” (10 edited pics the day after)
- Quick delivery (within 30 days)

all prices are TAXES INCLUDED

- Raw files

400 €
300 €
500 €
250 €
700 €
1000 €

Customize your Video Package
- Additional shooter
- Rehearsal dinner video (2 hours, 2 min. video)
- Drone*
- Quick delivery (within 30 days)
- Full promises video
- Full speeches video
- “Raw” footage
- Instagram video (1 minute)

* if and where possible

all prices are TAXES INCLUDED

400 €
500 €
300 €
700 €
300 €
300 €
1000 €
500 €

Elopement
An Elopement is a symbolic wedding. It is usually organized in a wild or a romantic place, away from home (such as
a beach, a forest, a lake shore, etc.) and it’s used to celebrate marriage in a much more informal, adventurous or private climate. This doesn’t mean that the elopement isn’t organized with the utmost care for details. Indeed, often the
frame is also more romantic and exciting than classic weddings.
Our Elopement package is available for very intimate ceremonies, with a maximum of 6 people (including spouses).
It may include only the following phases: groom and bride preparations, short symbolic ceremony and couple portrait
session. No group photos or reception. It is available only from Monday to Friday.
If your needs are different, please refer to the wedding packages.

Only Photo

Photo and Video

- 5 hours service

- 5 hours service

- 2 photographers

- 1 photographer + 1 videographer,

- online delivery of 300 photos

- online delivery of 300 photos + 2/3 min. video

- private preview photo gallery

- private preview photo gallery

1900 €

3000 €

Travel and accommodation expenses are not included in the packages and can be budgeted on request

Engagement and Day After ses ions
The “Engagement” photo session is a couple’s portrait session that will allow you to capture and preserve over
time the memory of a stage of your love story.
You will have a gallery of professional pictures taken in a setting of your choice, which you can always print and
share with friends. If made in anticipation of a marriage, it helps couples to melt the ice in front of the camera,
and to feel more comfortable as protagonists of a wedding photo shoot.
The “Day After” photo session is a couple portrait session following marriage, where brides are wearing their
ceremonial dresses again in spectacular or evocative places, without the hassle or stress that characterize the
wedding day. It is often used to make images in locations which spouses are particularly related to, but that
could not be reached during the wedding day.

- 2 hours service
- 2 photographers
- online delivery of 200 photos
- private online preview gallery

600 €

Travel and accommodation expenses are not included in the packages and can be budgeted on request

Wedding Memories Wooden Box
The Wedding Memories Wooden Usb Box is an elegant wooden box (size 25×14 cm) with a vintage flavor, which houses a USB key with
all the pictures of your wedding and a small selection of 10 fine-art small prints (10x15cm) of the most representative images of the day.
A pleasant and original way to preserve your precious memories in digital format.
When you wish, you can look all the images, share them or have them printed in all formats and on many different substrates.
All the files in the USB are at maximum resolution and without logos or watermarks.

150 €

+ Plus shipment costs

Wedding Albums
In order to offer our customers the maximum choice, we’ve decided to work with different printing houses.
These printing houses, considered as the best of what is currently on the market, provide products of the highest quality, with special
care to details, and all 100% made in Italy.
We do not force the bride and groom to choose only between 2 or 3 models of albums, but we offer the entire catalogs of all the
printing houses we work with. This makes the job a little more difficult for us, but it ensures you to completely customize your wedding
album, choosing with us the size, the cover, the paper type and customizations (initials of the names, decorations, etc).
It follows that only after you have decided on all the characteristics of your ideal album, it will be possible to provide an accurate quote.
The prices of our albums (which include taxes and layout) may vary, depending on their characteristics and customizations.
Any shipping costs, if necessary, must be added to the price.

from 70 €

+ Plus shipment costs

Single Fine-Art Prints
In addition to the albums, we offer the possibility for our customers to print individual photographs, in various sizes.
For these prints we rely on a local artisan expert in Fine Art printing, that means inkjet printing on high quality
Hahnemühle cotton-paper.
These are prints of absolute quality, extremely long-lasting, with vivid, realistic and deep colors.
Those who were able to see these prints live, compared them to paintings.

PHOTO MATTE 220GR COTTON+CELLULOSE
		20x30 cm											12 euro		
		60x40cm											30 euro
		
		90x 60 cm											100 euro
PHOTO RAG 310GR 100% COTTON
		20x30 cm 											20 euro
		
		60x40cm											50 euro
		
		90x 60 cm											180 euro

Any shipping costs, if necessary, must be added to the price.

F.A.Q.
HOW MANY PHOTOS WILL YOU TAKE AND WHEN DO YOU DELIVER THE WORK?
The number of photos delivered may vary from 500 up to 700 files, depending on the package. Within 90 days after the wedding we upload on our
website a private preview with a selection of minimum 150-200 photos, which fully tells the day. This selection can also be shared with friends and
family, giving them the login credentials. All the photos are delivered in jpeg format, at highest resolution, in 120 days from the event. The wedding
film is delivered in max. 150 days.
WHY DO YOU WORK IN PAIRS?
We always work (at least) in pairs, because it allows us to be present in every situation and also to grasp the seemingly secondary aspects that make
truly complete and exciting a reportage. In addition, being in two allows to have a double guarantee to catch every moment from two different points
of view. We don’t “rely” (never!) to other photographers our services and each of us follows only one wedding per day.
HOW LONG SHOULD THE SERVICE LASTS?
We are available throughout the day, from the getting ready to the cake cutting and party/dances. The time included in the various packages (8 or 10
hours) can always be extended by paying extra for each hour more, in case of need.
DO YOU ALSO TAKE GROUP PHOTOS?
Of course, we take both the classic and formal group/family photos, and unconventional ones.
WHAT ABOUT THE EDITING AND PHOTO RETOUCHING?
All the photos we deliver are post-produced individually with the utmost care, in terms of exposure, contrast and colors. Any extra purely aesthetic
corrections (photoshop etc) are carried out on request and paying a little fee.
HOW DO WE BOOK THE SERVICE? HOW DOES IT WORK ABOUT PAYMENT?
Once you have chosen the wedding package and any extras/optionals, to confirm the assignment and block the date we ask for the signature of a
contract and the payment of a deposit equal to 30% of the amount. Two further payments follow: a second installment (40%) by the day of the event,
the balance (30%) after the delivery of the preview and immediately before the delivery of the complete material.
In the case of Elopements and other services we split the price into two payments: 50% upon signing the contract and 50% by the day of the service.
HOW ARE CALCULATED TRAVEL COSTS?
Travel expenses will not be charged if the places of the photoshooting fall within 40 km from our headquarter (Verona). Beyond that distance they are
added as an extra charge. Where necessary, we could charge the cost of our stay + a vehicle for on-site transfers. In general, we always try to find the
cheapest solution. Contact us by specifying the various places where the service will take place, for a free personalized quote.
WHAT ABOUT YOUR MEALS?
In the case of events exceeding 6 hours, we will clearly need to refresh ourselves and take a short break while the bride and groom and the guests are
grappling with lunch or wedding dinner. Although we always try to be equipped, the availability of water or other fresh rim points, especially on hot
summer days, it’s much appreciated.

Via Piazzola 23, 37026 - Pescantina, Verona - Italy
phone. +39 3494527691 / +39 3282766295
email info@albertoalessandra.com
website www.albertoalessandra.com
www.albertozorzi.com (italian)
Fb: www.facebook.com/AlbertoeAlessandra/
Ig: @alberto_alessandra
Vimeo https://vimeo.com/user63201266
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